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Brian Duff: You're listening to the Mind4Survival Podcast Episode number 45. 

Announcer: Okay people let's begin. Three, two, one. Welcome to Mind4Survival. A show 
designed for anyone actively wanting to improve their safety, security and ability 
to overcome difficult events. Acquire basic thought processes to help you in 
everyday life. Gain insight through thought provoking interviews. Unlock your 
inner potential, be confident and increase your capabilities. This is Mind4Survival 
with your host Brian Duff. 

Brian Duff: Hi everyone, I'm Brian Duff, and I'd like to welcome you back to 
another episode of the Mind4Survival. I want to start this episode 
off by asking you a question. Have you started thinking about 
disaster season yet? If you haven't, it's just around the corner. 
Hurricanes, tornadoes, fires, and other disasters all start ramping 
up as we move from winter into spring and on into summer. So, it's 
that time of year to start getting ready and to start thinking about 
what we need to do to be better prepared. 

 So, in this episode, I'm going to go over seven fundamental disaster 
preparedness tips with you that will help both the experienced 
prepper and the new prepper alike. It'll help the new prepper by 
outlining the disaster preparedness framework that you can build 
your disaster plans off of. This episode will also help out the 
experienced prepper by just giving you a good mindset and giving 
you a kick in the bucket to let you know that it's that time of year 
when we need to go look at our preps and dust off our plans. It may 
be awhile since we've looked at some of these and checked out 
those plans because obviously, we're coming out of winter. So, this 
is a prime time to take these tips and match them up to your plan to 
make sure that you're 100% ready to go for this upcoming season. 

 Now, before I get going, I want to remind all of you that if you 
haven't done so, make sure you join the free Mind4Survival 
Facebook group. When you do, you'll be in a great and easygoing 
group of people who, like you, are concerned with their 
preparedness. It a group that is focused on helping one another be 
better prepared, and we do that by having an open and supportive 
group that is based on preparedness without politics. So, if you 
haven't done so, make sure you get on over to the Mind4Survival 
Facebook group and click the join button. 

 Now real quick, speaking of supporting one another, I want to take 
a few seconds here to pass on my best wishes and most sincere 
prayers to Mary Roark, who is a member of the Mind4Survival 
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Facebook group. Mary lost someone very special to her this week, 
and Mary, I'm really sorry for your loss, but I'm totally motivated by 
the outpouring you've been receiving from your fellow preppers out 
there. I wish you the best and want you to know that everyone is 
here for you. Please, just feel free to reach out if you need any 
support during this difficult time. 

 Let's get into this episode on seven disaster preparedness tips. All 
right everybody, as I said in the intro to this show, we're moving into 
disaster season again, or at least what I call disaster season. 
Disaster season, to me, is that time of year when you're moving 
from the spring into the summer and then on into the fall, because 
as you move from spring into summer, I think it's May. If I'm not 
right on that, please leave a note in the comments section on this 
post at mind4survival.com/45 and correct me on this, but I'm pretty 
sure hurricane season starts up here in May. 

 We know what's happened in many of the past years where these 
gigantic hurricanes have really done a number on the Gulf Coast in 
Florida and up along the Atlantic seaboard there. Plus then we go 
into California and out west where they have the forest fires almost 
every summer. We have the tornadoes, and it's just that time of the 
year we're getting ready to ramp up for. It's like when you go into 
winter, you prepare for winter. Well, it's time to get prepared now, so 
you're ready to go, and in order to do that, I have these seven tips 
that we're going to go over to help everybody get in that right 
mindset, so that everybody is ready to go have a fun, safe, and 
happy spring, summer and fall. I mean, there's a lot of you out there 
that have been dealing with a really long, cold, and snowy winter, 
and I'm sure you're more than ready for the weather to warm up 
and get outside and have some fun. 

 So, let's go ahead and kick this off with tip number one. Tip number 
one is perform a personal risk assessment. Now, if you've been 
listening to this show for a while, and I'm sure if you listen to a 
bunch of the other podcasts like I do, everybody pretty much covers 
this one because you have to perform a risk assessment. Any time 
you do something, you need to perform an assessment really 
before you do it. Depending on what you're doing, sometimes those 
assessments are quick, sometimes they're long and detailed. When 
you perform a personal risk assessment, sure, you can really get 
into the weeds on doing risk assessments. For example, Ed Clark, 
who I had in episode number two does risk assessments for a 
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living, and that's what he came on and spoke about. Well, you don't 
need to have a person like Ed, a professional come in and give you 
a personal risk assessment, because most of us know what we 
have and what we're dealing with. 

 Now, a personal risk assessment will help you identify the major 
disasters and emergencies that you should prepare for. After all, if 
you live in Miami, preparing for a blizzard or any sort of big snow 
event probably isn't a very good use of your time. Does that mean a 
blizzard or some other crazy cold weather snow event couldn't 
happen in Miami? No, it doesn't mean that at all. Sure, it could 
happen. Anything's possible really. I mean heck, it snows in the 
Middle East. It snows in places that in the summertime are 125, 
130 degrees. So really anything is possible, but you have to put 
your resources, and your two greatest resources are time and 
money. You have to apply those to the things that are most likely to 
happen. So, that's why you want to perform a risk assessment, 
because again, if you're in California, you'll probably want to focus 
on earthquakes and fires and stuff like that, other than tornadoes, 
which they want to focus on in the Midwest. 

 So, that's where risk assessments and doing a personal risk 
assessment comes in. it's you sitting down, hopefully sitting down 
with other people that you trust so you can make sure you get a 
good, well rounded, well informed approach to planning for 
disasters and planning your preparedness, but it's when you sit 
down and go over things, and analyze what may impact you. Again, 
if you're in Miami, you've got to think about hurricanes. If you're in 
California, you're going to think about fires and earthquakes. If 
you're along the Gulf Coast, Louisiana and stuff, you're going to 
think about hurricanes and flooding and all that, the Midwest, again 
tornadoes. So, you want to go down and look at that stuff and think 
what do I need to prepare for? 

 Now, a lot of people don't really always know what they need to 
prepare for, so there's a great resource out there, and I'll have a link 
in the show notes. It's a link to the Red Cross's disaster page. Now, 
if you look over at the Red Cross disaster page and check it out, 
you'll see that they have a ton of different scenarios on there. I can't 
remember what the number was. It was probably 20 or 30 different 
types of disasters and forces that you can be faced with as we 
move through this disaster season. Now, when you go there, the 
really cool thing is you go click on each little disaster button and it 
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takes you to another page that is focused solely on that disaster. 
On most of them, it gives you a ton of tips and things to do to a, 
prepare yourself ahead of time, right? We should all be preppers 
here, prepare ahead of time. Preparing after screws up the whole 
meaning of that word, prepare, right? 

 So, you're preparing ahead of time, and then it also gives you a 
whole lot of information on what to do if you find yourself in one of 
those situations that you're looking at on the page. So, the Red 
Cross page, and if you haven't checked out the Red Cross website, 
there is a ton of great disaster and emergency related information 
on there. We all know the Red Cross has first aid, CPR classes, but 
they are all about disaster recovery, disaster preparedness, and 
there's a ton of information. So, follow the link from the show notes, 
head on over there, and do some good surfing around the Red 
Cross website. I think you'll really like and you'll find some pages 
and stuff that you want to bookmark to save for later. 

 Now, the next thing that comes into play when we're talking about 
performing a personal risk assessment, and this gets back into why 
you want to go to that Red Cross page, in a way is you've heard me 
talk about this a lot on the podcast, normalcy bias, right? I say it all 
the time because normalcy bias is one of those things that really 
crushes people. I mean, as preppers, we look around and we see 
all these people walking around. Either they're ostriches with their 
head in the sand, or I don't know what puts their head in the clouds, 
but there are people walking around with their head in the clouds 
because they're not paying attention to what the reality and the 
totality of the circumstances are that we face on a daily basis. 

 The fact remains that we face the potential for disasters on a daily 
basis, whether it's a personal disaster that just affects you and your 
family, or a large scale disaster that affects your community, your 
nation, or the world as a whole. If you're someone that cares about 
preparedness and being ready to be as safe and secure and ready 
to respond and do as well as humanly possible, then you're not 
going to probably suffer from normalcy bias, but we can all do it at 
times. So, now again, I've talked about this a bunch, but there are a 
lot of people out there who think that hey, a disaster is not going to 
happen to me. 

 I think people on the West Coast are used to earthquakes and such 
till they're kind of okay. I imagine the people down in Louisiana, 
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you're pretty good at dealing with hurricanes by now, but there are 
still a lot of people out there who think ah, it's not going to happen 
to me. It happened last year, so it won't happen this year. We got 
time. Well no, you don't, because as soon as the event happens, 
there's no time limit to when another disaster has to wait before it 
can happen. No, you can have … I think, wasn't it last year or the 
year before where we had just hurricane after hurricane stacked 
up? At one time, I think there was three or four or five hurricanes 
formed up or forming up to move across the Atlantic? 

 So, normalcy bias, don't let it be a monkey that crawls on your back 
and keeps you from being prepared. You need to look at this. Go to 
the Red Cross website, see all the different possibilities that are out 
there, do your own preparedness assessment, and make sure that 
you're good to go, and that you and your family are as safe as 
possible. So, once you identify the disasters that have the greatest 
chance of impacting you, then you can start forming your plans to 
deal with and address those different disasters. 

 Now, when you start planning, you're going to want to look at the 
rest of these six disaster preparedness tips. Number two, the 
second disaster preparedness tip is, prepare to bug in. Now, if you 
listened to the last two episodes, episodes 43 and 44 with Johnny 
Jacks, which you can get by going to mind4survival.com/43 or 
mind4survival.com/44, you can listen to those episodes. We talked 
a lot about bugging out. Bugging in according to Johnny, and I think 
a lot of people think this way, isn't that viable of an option. However, 
when it comes down to disasters, you have two choices when a 
disaster strikes. Those two choices are bug in or bug out. 

 Now, bugging in means you're going to stay in your home and 
attempt to ride out the situation, whatever it is. When Hurricane 
Katrina happened, we saw a lot of deaths because people stayed in 
their home and they decided not to leave and in effect, bugged in. 
Well, the main thing to think about when making your decision to 
bug in or bug out is that once you choose to bug in, you may be 
stuck. I mean, we're talking about disasters here, right? If it's a 
hurricane, maybe the area floods and you can't get out. If it's an 
earthquake, the freeways and everything can be a mess. So, it's 
something you need to consider when you're thinking about 
bugging in or bugging out. 
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 The last thought and the last thing you need to consider when you 
look at the bugging in option is that are you ready to be stuck in 
your home, depending on the disaster, for possibly weeks? Of 
course, we as preppers tend to look at things in years. The reality of 
one of those situations happening is pretty slim, so let's focus on 
just Mother Nature's natural disasters that happen on a annual 
ongoing basis. Some of those, just like Katrina and others, can lock 
you into your place for possibly days to weeks. So, when you 
decide to bug in, you really need to look at yourself. You need to 
look at your preparation and decide are you prepared to stay locked 
into your house and not go, and survive on what you have in your 
home? Have you prepared enough? 

 Now, like Hurricane Katrina, when you make that decision, if the 
situation gets really bad and you are stuck, it could be one of those 
situations like happening again in Katrina where unfortunately, a lot 
of people died because they elected to stay. So, that's what it 
comes down to. Are you going to bug in? Are you going to bug out? 
If you're going to bug in, you better be prepared because you may 
be stuck in your home or wherever you're bugging in at. 

 Now, if as you make your personal disaster response plans, you 
decide that bugging in is one of your primary options … Obviously, 
we're going to have two options, but if it's something you're really 
going to consider doing, you'll want to make sure, as we said, that 
you're really prepared. After all, if the situation is bad enough to 
consider leaving your home, it's probably so difficult that you may 
be stuck in there on your own for a while. So, again, make sure 
you're prepared and make sure you're ready to go. In reality, you 
should probably have plans to do both, bug in and bug out, 
because you never know what the world or Murphy is going to 
dictate to you. 

 We always talk about Murphy causing problems at the most 
inopportune time. Well, what time is more inopportune than when 
you're in the middle of a disaster and you're trying to figure out what 
to do? That's the time when, if you're like me, Murphy's going to 
jump up and kick you in the butt, man. It's just the worst possible 
time to have something go wrong. So, you better be prepared to 
come up with other ideas and to take other courses of action if your 
initial plans fall apart. 
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 Now, some reasons to consider bugging in are things like 
disabilities. If you or a loved one has a disability that makes 
bugging out very difficult, then bugging in may be your best and 
most effective option to deal with the situation as best you can. 
Now, the fact of the matter is not all of us have the ability to easily 
pack up and leave our homes. Some of us may, due to the 
circumstances of life, be forced to stay at home and ride out a 
disaster. So again, if you're going to do that, that leads into the next 
thing to consider is your prior preparation. Have you prepared 
enough in advance to be able to overcome the events that are 
unfolding in front to you aka, the disaster that you've been 
preparing for or should have been preparing for. 

 Now, some of the things that you all know that you should be 
prepared for are one, stocking up on food, two, stocking up on 
water or the ability to make water safe to drink, because hey, we all 
know in disasters, whether it's a flood, a fire, whatever, a disaster 
can cause problems with the water supply. Problems with the water 
supply can really impact you because again, how many days … 
when we talk about the survival rule of threes, how many days can 
a person go without water? Three, right? Survival rule of threes, 
you can survive three days without water. Well, three days in a 
situation like a Katrina or a major disaster is not a very long time. 
Well actually, it can be a really long time if you don't have water. It 
could be the longest three days of the rest of your life, in other 
words. So, you've got to make sure you plan on water or a means 
to make water safe to drink. 

 Additionally, since you'll possibly be on your own, you should also 
consider alternate means of communication. After all, if a disaster 
hits, the cellphones may be out, the towers may be down. The 
regular hard phone lines, if you even have one, may be out. So, 
how are you going to communicate? Not only how are you going to 
communicate with others, but how are you going to get information 
out to other people, the important people in your life, maybe 
extended family, friends, whoever, to let them know that a, you're 
doing okay or b, to check on them to make sure that they're doing 
okay? So, that's a really important thing. 

 Remember, information is gold when it comes to disaster situations, 
so that's both durable and reliable is really important. Now, a good 
radio you can get, and I have a link to it in the show notes, is one 
little Red Cross radios off Amazon that you can crank it up. They 
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say they're solar, that you can charge them off solar, but really, you 
can't really do that too well unless you have a charger already 
where you can plug them in, charge them off the wall, and then just 
top them off of the solar and then the crank. But those are pretty 
good radios. There are better ones out there that you can get, but 
for the price, that's a decent radio to make sure you can get some 
information in. 

 Now, you'll have to plan around the issue of how are you going to 
communicate out and directly speak to other people, or get 
information out? Remember, it doesn't have to be a radio. Maybe if 
you're bugging in, other people are leaving, and you can pass off a 
note, or give them a phone number. They can make a call for you 
once they get to an area that hasn't been affected as bad by the 
disaster that you're in the middle of, but you've got to plan on ways 
to communicate with other people. 

 Now, one of the other things you need to plan for, and unfortunately 
it's just a reality, and we saw this during every disaster that we have 
and during all kinds of stuff, is bad people. You have to plan on 
defending yourself and your home from bad people. You've heard 
me talk about this. This doesn't mean going out and getting in a gun 
fight, and going out and stabbing people, or bringing your baseball 
bat. You don't necessarily need to be Negan from the Walking Dead 
and grab Lucille or your barbed wire wrapped baseball bat and walk 
out and start bashing heads. 

 What it means is you have to figure out a way to get through an 
encounter with bad people in a manner that leaves you safe and 
whole. Getting in a fight, getting in an altercation with them can 
damage you, so you've got to really consider that. We've talked 
about it a bunch in other episodes. What is your plan to defend your 
home? When I say defend your home, either defend it or get out of 
it, or do something so that you come out in one piece and your 
family comes out in one piece. 

 Another thing you may want to consider is what are you going to do 
when other people show up at your house? I'm not talking about 
bad people, maybe friends, family, relatives, whatever, and some 
people say, “Well, I'm just turning everybody away.” Well, I think 
that's a little easier said than done when we're all sitting here 
behind our computers or in real life. When your good friend or a 
family member shows up and they don't have anything, they've 
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been wiped out and who knows their circumstances, remember, the 
shoe could possibly be on the other foot and you could be in that 
position at tone point depending on how the luck rolls out when 
things happen. So what are you going to do in that circumstance? 

 That's a part of being prepared, and trying to get more ready is to 
help other people. Now, they're some of us that think no, I'm just 
helping myself, and myself and that it, and that's safe. That's what 
you want to do? Fine, I know that's not me, and I will try to do my 
best to be able to help those other people that show up. I'll try to 
have a plan in place ahead of time so I can deal with that. 
Ultimately though, that's a personal decision that we all have to 
make, and at the same time, we all have to deal with the 
consequences of our decisions. It's just something to think about. 

 Another thing you want to consider about bugging in is do you have 
reliable transportation? In other words, do you have a car or a truck 
or a motorcycle, whatever that's going to break down or is 
constantly breaking down and having issues on you? Then if you 
have something like that, do you want to risk everything you own in 
your life and all this stuff by having that as your primary means of 
egress away from a disaster? So, if you're bugging out and you 
jump into your old jalopy truck and it breaks down 10 miles down 
the road, then that's all you have. You're not at home. You're stuck 
in the middle of a disaster, and you're 20 miles down the road. So, 
now what do you do? So that's something to think about. If you 
don't have reliable transportation and it's too far to walk, or 
whatever the case may be, maybe you do have to bug in. So, think 
about that. 

 The next thing you want to think about is the viability of your bug 
out location. When I talk about the viability of your bug out location, 
what I mean is if there's a major disaster that's happened, is your 
bug out location still intact? Now, you may have no way of finding 
out till you actually get there, but it's something to try to work into 
your plans, because if let's say, you get hit by a earthquake … 
you're out west and you get hit by an earthquake and your house 
gets pretty banged up, well your house may be in better shape than 
your bug out location that was at the epicenter of the earthquake 
and really took it hard. So that's something to think about. 

 You always want to try to make a plan so that you have a backup. 
Remember, and we always talk about it in the prepping community, 
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and that's one is none, two is ones, so I guess that makes three 
into two. You see where I'm going with this? The same thing goes 
for yourself. If you get on the road and you head out to your bug out 
location, your cabin in the mountains, your boat out in the ocean, 
whatever you have, maybe that bug out location was impacted 
drastically by the disaster. So, you need to come up with a plan to 
deal with that if it happens. 

 Now, for tip number three, since tip number two was about 
preparing to bug in, tip number three … you probably already 
guesses it, prepare to bug out. Now, if you listen to Johnny Jacks 
episode 43 or 44, you'll know that bugging out may not be a walk in 
the park either. Well, it could be a walk in the park like walk in 
Jurassic Park or something, but it's not going to be easy. That's the 
point of this. Now, as we all know, bugging out means getting out of 
dodge. It means beating feet. In other words, the situation is so bad 
that you decide to forgo bugging in and instead, you plan on 
packing up everything you can carry and hitting the road by 
whatever means possible. Now hopefully, you planned it out ahead 
of time and have a good mode of transportation set so that you're 
not trying to physically outrun on your feet, the disaster. 

 If you are planning or considering bugging out, which you should, 
you should always have a backup plan, bugging in, bugging out, 
primary and alternate, whichever is which for your situation, but 
you're going to want to pre-plan for that. You're going to want to 
have a bug out bag ready to go. You should have a bug out bag 
ready to go all the time. For the sake of time, I'm not going to get 
into what you should carry in a bug out bag. I'll actually be covering 
that in a later show. However, in the meantime, if you want to know, 
if you're not sure and you don't have a bug out bag ready, if you 
want to know what you should put in them, go over to Google and 
do what 33,000 other searchers do each month, and search for 
information on bug out bags. 

 Yep, that's the stats that Google has for bug out bags. It's 33,000 
searches per month on the topic of bug out bags, and that's just 
people putting in bug out bag into the search bar. That doesn't 
count all the other searches that go on. Anyway, a little piece of 
jeopardy trivia there for those of you who may find yourself on 
Jeopardy trivia or in Mind4Survival Facebook Live trivia event and 
that thing happens to come up again. But you need to go in and 
you need to prepare your bug out bags. 
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 It's important, so make sure you pay attention to them and just don't 
take them for granted. Without bug out bags, you may find yourself 
leaving your home with, if you're lucky, just the clothes on your 
back. Think about the news reports of the fires out west. How often 
do we see a family who is unprepared for the fires that all of a 
sudden come raging down the hill, and they end up fleeing with 
nothing? They're trying to get their animals out and they lose 
everything. So prepared ahead of time, so the Boy Scout motto, be 
prepared. It happens all the time that people get stuck when 
disasters hit and they lose everything that they could have possibly 
saved a bunch of had they been better prepared. 

 So, don't let it happen to you. Take the time to do your research, 
then put your bag together. Keep them where you can get at them, 
practice with them, train with them, go through them and check 
them out, and have them always ready to go. Hopefully, you never 
ever have to use them, but if you do, you'll be happy that you took 
the time to prepare them. 

 Now, some of the considerations when it comes to bugging out. 
When you decide whether to bug out or not, you'll want to think 
about a few things. One of the main considerations, and Johnny 
Jacks spoke to this, is that you're leaving your home. Not only are 
you leaving your home, but you're leaving your home and 
everything you can't take with you stays in it. So, while you may not 
mind leaving your soul sucking television behind, you may have 
second thoughts when it comes to family heirlooms and other 
sentimental items. The thing to remember is this, are any of those 
items worth you or your family members lives? I don't think so. I 
don't think any physical item is worth any of our lives. 

 So, no matter how hard it is, if that fire comes over the hill, or 
something happens you may really want to think about leaving it 
behind to save your own life and make sure that none of your other 
family gets involved in trying to get stuff out. You can talk to 
firefighters and all this stuff. There's been cases where people run 
back into fires trying to save a thing and end up losing their life for 
that thing. 

 Now, another consideration when it comes to bugging out that you 
want to think about is that you're heading into the great unknown. A 
disaster just hit or a disaster is just coming, and people are either 
fleeing from it or trying to get out of it. The roads could be a mess 
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not only from having overcrowding on them from too many people 
being on the highway, but maybe they're flooded. Maybe an 
overpass fell during an earthquake. Maybe there's a fire up against 
them. We've seen all this stuff happen. Maybe you really can't get 
out, but the problem is when that disaster hits you may not know 
what's out there or what's happening. 

 So, when you're getting ready and you're considering bugging out, 
you need to consider what you have between your house and your 
bug out location, because again, you're heading into the great 
unknown. When you leave, there's a chance that you, again, won't 
know the state of the roads. Are they passable? Are there detours? 
How about what's the temperament and the attitude of the people 
that are out on the roads? I mean, are they all ticked off because all 
the buses in New Orleans were left sitting downtown and no one 
trucked them out of town, and they're forced to walk? Or they like, 
“Hey, I'm just happy to be alive?” 

 You don't know, so you could be heading out into a riot. Who knows 
what's going on? Maybe people are running out of gas and they're 
burning down a gas station, or rioting in a gas station and they want 
to siphon the gas out of your car. You don't know what you're 
getting into. So, people could be nice and cooperative, or they 
could be mean and just jacked up and screwing with people. So, 
that's something to take into account because you just never know. 
So, when you're going to give up your home and you're going to 
bug out, make sure you think about it, and make sure you try to 
think about what you may be heading into so you're that much 
better prepared, at least even just with your mindset, when 
something happens. 

 Now, another consideration is what are your chances of making it? 
When you're thinking about bugging out, you also want to consider 
where you're going and what you think your chances are of getting 
there. Perhaps you plan on driving your awesome 1970 EMP proof 
pickup to your bug out location. Unfortunately though, maybe the 
disaster has made the streets impassable, so now, what are you 
going to do? You've left your home. Maybe you can't go back the 
other way now that you actually decided to bug out and you've 
already gone down. Maybe you can't go back and now the streets 
are impassable, so what are you left with? 
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 You're left with humping a rucksack or a backpack or your bug out 
bag, whatever you have to your bug out location, which depending 
on where you got stopped at, could be a really long walk away. Now 
that you're stuck hoofing it, did you plan? Did you make that plan to 
hoof it, because you should have. You should make a primary, and 
we'll talk about this in a minute primary, secondary, and tertiary 
plans, right? Your primary plan is to drive. Maybe your secondary 
plan is to hoof it. Maybe your tertiary plan is to ride a bike. I don't 
know, whatever you come up with, depending on your situation, but 
maybe you're so far away that your walk is not even possible, so 
you won't make it. So now, what are you going to do? What's your 
plan for that? Will you have enough food? Do you know where to 
find water along the way? These are all things that need to be 
balanced against one another to determine what your most 
appropriate course of action is. 

 Now, the fourth tip is plan your evacuation, your bug out routes and 
your safe havens. Again, we just talked a little about this, about 
where we're going along the way and all that, but figuring out how 
to get to your bug out location when it's time to beat feet because of 
a disaster isn't the right time to be figuring your route. You should 
have done that way in advance of the disaster. Now, if you're new 
to prepping and you're just listening to this, and you're taking notes 
or whatever you're doing, you're like, “Oh my gosh, I've got to plan 
because tomorrow, I have to be ready,” that's not necessarily the 
case. Everybody that's into prepping, most of us haven't dealt with 
major disasters, or I mean, we have. It's been hurricanes and stuff, 
but nothing usually the day after we start preparing. 

 So, take a breath. Don't get all wrapped up that tonight, you have to 
listen to Brian Duff run his mouth, and you need to make your 
plans, but you do need to make time to make your plans and to 
actually plan out your routes as far as possible before a disaster 
happens. In all actuality, your route planning should be one of the 
first things you do when working out your bug out plan. After all, if 
you don't have any idea about how you're going to get somewhere, 
can you really bug out all that well? So, when you're thinking about 
your bug out plan, and you know hey, I'm starting here, I'm going 
there, and I'm going to plan my routes in between … Now, as I 
mentioned a few minutes ago, when you plan your routes, or you 
plan other things, you plan backups. 
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 You need to have contingency plans. One contingency plan for 
having different routes is called primary, secondary, and tertiary 
routes. So, when you start thinking about your bug out plans, 
remember when you're thinking about your routes, you're going to 
plan your primary route. You'll plan an alternate route, and then 
you'll plan a tertiary route. So, that way, if your primary route is 
impassable, now you're down to two routes. Remember one is 
none, two is one. If that second route gets shut down or something 
happens while you're on it, you'll still have the ability to take that 
tertiary route if you've planned it correctly. Now, planning all those 
routes and rehearsing them and driving and all that takes time, but 
it's time well spent if a disaster happens, and you need to fall back 
onto one of those, that second or third route. 

 Now, another thing to do with your routes is just what I mentioned, 
practice your routes. We speak of it all the time, that people, by 
year, they do things in prepping, but they actually don't try the year. 
They don't practice the stuff that we do. In the military, law 
enforcement, fire, EMS, all of that, you know what they spend the 
majority of their time doing, or a huge chunk of their time anyway? 
Is training, constantly training, get that muscle memory going. I 
know muscles don't have memory, but getting the memory going so 
that when the rubber meets the road, they're in a stressful situation, 
they are ready to go, and they've trained it. 

 You need to do the same thing with your routes, and when you do 
your routes, a lot of people like to take stuff easy. Well, they'll just 
go drive their route, and they'll practice on a nice, sunny weekend. 
No, because Murphy's Law is going to say that that disaster when it 
hits, may happen in the middle of a rainy night in the worst possible 
time imaginable. So, what do you do? Well, when you first start 
driving your routes, sure drive during the day so you can get 
familiar with them, but then the more you drive them, start ramping 
it up. Increase the stress and the difficulty on yourself and drive 
them at night. Drive them in different weather conditions, get off at 
different exits, see what's around and all that, because it's going to 
help you out later, but like we said, you have to practice. 

 You've got to train. Remember, train like you fight, fight like you 
train. Not that you're fighting and all this stuff, but if you're actually 
bugging out, it's going to be a stressful time. It might as well be a 
fight because you're trying to get somewhere to keep yourself and 
possibly others safe, secure, and prepared. 
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 Now, when you're bugging out, or when you're planning for bugging 
out, you want to do a couple of other things when you're working on 
your routes. You want to identify safe havens and resupply points. 
Now, when you're planning your routes, you make sure you identify 
those. Now, safe havens are places that are by their nature, should 
be reasonably safe and secure. As you look for safe havens, look 
for places that are away from main roads and highways. You want 
to avoid people if it's at all possible. So, you don't want to have a 
safe haven be in a 711, be in a gas station, be at a truck stop or a 
rest area somewhere, because those are magnets. It's like a light 
with moths. 

 They're going to fly to that, and people are going to hang out there, 
because we're social creatures. We are just like horses. We're like 
cows. We do all that stuff. We are herding animals. We don't like to 
be alone, and we feel more comfortable when there's a number of 
people. So, people are going to collect. Now, if it's a major disaster 
and bad things are breaking out, you don't want to be around those 
people, because that's where the bad people are going to be. 
That's where they're also going to go. So, you want to get off the 
highways, get off the main roads when you're looking for safe 
havens, and find out-of-the-way places. 

 Now, there's two types of safe havens really that you're going to 
get. You're going to get one that you can go to for just a few 
minutes 5,10 minutes or whatever, do what you need to do. Maybe 
it's put more fuel in the truck. Maybe it's change your socks, 
whatever, and then keep on going. It's one of those places. It's not 
really all that safe and secure, but it's not right on top of a bunch of 
people either. Then the other place is a place like you find a place 
out in the middle of the woods. There's very little chance that you're 
going to run into someone, so, you can go out there. Maybe that's a 
place, depending on the situation, you have to hole up there for 
several days. So remember, there's two types of safe havens, and 
when you're looking for safe havens, you want to avoid populated 
places that attract people, especially bad people. 

 Now, resupply points. Resupply points are really important. If you 
end up walking somewhere, you're hoofing it when you're bugging 
out, or you're getting away from a disaster, or perhaps you're in a 
major disaster, and your plan is to go out to the desert somewhere 
and ride it out for a while, well, you have a bunch of different 
options for resupply points. One thing you can do is if you know 
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people along your route, ask them, “Hey, can I store this foot locker 
or bag, or whatever the case may be, in your garage or somewhere 
on your property?” Then you go there and get it. 

 Now, if you make a plan like that and that you have somebody you 
can possibly link up with, maybe you can stay at their house along 
the way, but you want to be careful of something. You want to be 
careful that when you come to their house, you don't get shot, 
because remember, if it's bad enough for you having to bug out, it 
might be bad enough where the person that you made plans with is 
feeling a little edgy. So, when you do these plans, establish a 
system. I don't care if it's a code word. Maybe you give them a little 
wink with your left eye, whatever the case may be, have something 
that you can relay to this person to let them know that you're their 
friend and that you're not coming in to rob them, and they don't put 
a bullet in you, right? So, make sure you figure that out. 

 Now, some other things you can do as far as resupply points go, 
well, if you're in an area that's rural, you can set up a cache 
somewhere. There's all kinds of videos on YouTube and the internet 
about how to set up a cache for yourself, whether it's out in a 
natural forest, it's out in the woods, out in the desert, whatever. A 
place that you can set some supplies aside, bury them, do 
whatever so that way, you have a place to make your way to, and 
you know you have food, maybe some water or the ability to filter 
water, and some basic necessities that you're going to need to keep 
on going. 

 Another good idea, and if you guys have read Franklin Horton's 
Locker Nine series, you can use Franklin Horton's approach. I know 
other people talk about it, but hey, I like Franklin. He's a great guy, 
so I give him credit on this one, is find a storage unit somewhere, or 
a storage unit along your route and go there. Rent a small one and 
stockpile some food, water, whatever you think you might need if 
you're walking that far or maybe you're driving, and you put some 
gas there to use, or whatever the case may be. Storage units are 
pretty good because unless you're getting them right in the middle 
of the city, if you get them on the outskirts, you probably won't have 
a lot of people hanging out around a storage unit when bad times 
come. Because they're probably trying to hunker down, or they're 
getting out of dodge too. 
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 Last thing they want to probably do, and you never know. I mean, 
some people could do this, but go play storage locker roulette and 
just start cutting locks and seeing what's inside them. They're 
wasting good time if they're not finding anything. So, you might be 
safe by doing that, but again, when you leave something, just like 
when you leave your house bugging out, when you leave your 
storage unit after you stock it up, is you don't have eyes on. You 
don't have a visual of that. So, you're never 100% guaranteed that 
your supplies are going to be there, or what's going to be there 
waiting for you when you finally make it there. 

 Now, next up is tip number five. Tip number five is stay informed, 
the more warning you can get before a disaster hits, the better off 
you'll be. Remember, we were just talking about radios. It's 
important. We need information, but going into the disaster, the 
more information you have, the better your decision making will be 
about either bugging in or bugging out, or what each one of those 
was going to look like when it happens. Because maybe some of 
the news that you hear makes you adjust on the fly and change 
your plans. Remember that primary, secondary, and tertiary plans, 
right? So again, the more warning you get before a disaster hits, 
the better off you'll be, because of that, it's important to make sure 
that you stay informed about what is happening in the world around 
you. 

 That doesn't mean sitting in front of the TV all day and watching 
Fox News or CNN, or whatever you might be watching. I don't 
know. I don't really watch that much news anymore at all since I got 
rid of my cable TV, but it doesn't mean sitting in front of the TV and 
seeing what they blabber about on the news. It's meant get online, 
check out a few things, see a story, and now, when you find a story, 
make sure you fact check it, because people all over the internet 
keep posting. We all know about it. The right does it. The left does it 
and everything in between does it. Everybody posts fake news. A 
lot of people make it up, I guess because they have fun with it. 
Then there's people that just pass it on. 

 They don't know, maybe they believe it, but the last thing you want 
to do is believe fake news when that goes into your decision 
making process when you're trying to keep you and your family 
alive during a disaster. So stay informed. If you're in the Gulf and 
you see a hurricane coming in … I'm sure most of you do it already, 
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but stay informed on that. Always try to keep gathering good, solid, 
relevant information so you can make better informed decisions. 

 Now, if you listen to episode 34 if you got to mind4survival.com/34, 
you'll know we talked about staying informed. One way to do that is 
just what we mentioned is the internet. In that podcast on episode 
34, we talked about using the internet to stay up on things. You 
don't want to be sucked in by fake Chicken Little, the sky is falling 
kind of news stories, because that all just puts you in the wrong 
direction. Not that any news sources on the internet are reliable, but 
some are better than others. It's up to you to decide what is 
relevant and what is applicable to you. Now, a good way to verify 
news stories is to look at the same news story from multiple news 
outlets. When something major happens, they're all going to cover 
it usually. So, look at what they all say and then you can find … the 
facts usually seem to be more in the middle. That might help you to 
make a better decision. 

 Ultimately, what you're doing is you're taking in all of this 
information just like if you hear it from the guy down at the gas 
station, and you're synthesizing it in your brain, and then you're 
making a judgment call. So, do the best you can, get the best 
information, and make the best judgment call you can. Now again, 
we talked about radios. Keeping people informed during a disaster 
is the domain of the ham radio operators all around the globe. I 
mean, ham radio operators, when a major disaster happens, they 
are money. 

 That's why you see them driving around. You'll see the ham radio 
operators drive around. They've got their antennas all over their 
cars, and their hand plates and all that. Obviously sometimes 
they're out trying to triangulate and look for somebody … that scoop 
around the radio that shouldn't be, but they're really serious about 
it. The majority of them are really into it and they're really good at it, 
and it's a great thing. Hams are awesome because they can get 
information blasted around the country and possibly around the 
world. Again, information is gold when it comes to disasters and no 
one's really hearing anything. 

 Now, another really good way to communicate is through smart 
phones. I don't mean picking up the smart phone and dialing your 
cousin Eddie or your aunt Annie, or whoever the case may be out 
there. Now, dialing them might work, but we all know during 
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disasters that cellphone towers go down, the circuits overload, or 
whatever happens when too many people are talking, the systems 
crash. Most of us don't have landlines any more, the old hard wired 
telephones, so what are you going to do? Well, everybody should 
know that when you text, texting uses a lot less bandwidth. So, if 
you're stuck somewhere, and you're trying to get word out to 
somebody, try texting. Try not using your speaker. Try not talking 
into the phone because that takes a lot more bandwidth. It's not as 
likely to go through, where a text can go through a lot faster ,and 
you can get a lot more information through a text. 

 So, just remember that, but with today's smart phones, you can 
stay in touch with developing situations easier now than ever. One 
way to do that is by emergency alerts offered through ready.gov. If 
you go to ready.gov, you'll see that you can get into emergency 
alert system, and those will get piped to your phone. Now, I know a 
lot of the smart phones have that now, but it's just a good backup, 
so you know when something's happening. I mean heck, even if 
you don't know exactly what's happening, at least if you know 
there's something going on, you know to put your head on a swivel 
and see what's going on, and start looking out for information. 

 Now, number six. Tip number six is people and pets. Should you 
find yourself bugging out, you'll want to make sure you address 
your special needs, any special needs that you have. When I talk 
about special needs, it's something that prohibits you from moving 
the way you want as fast as you want. So, some of the special 
needs you may want to think about when planning is the needs of 
any sick family members, injured family members, old or young 
people you have in your life, and your pets. I mean, all those 
considerations have a chance of impacting your ability to bug out in 
a timely and issue free manner. So, it's something that needs to be 
considered. 

 Now, with regard to sick people, as you make your plans to possibly 
bug out, you want to consider the needs of any sick people. When I 
say sick, maybe they have some ongoing problems. They have a 
disease or something that's affecting their life. If they're on 
medications, or whatever the case may be, you want to take that 
into account. One, are they mobile? Are they mobile fast? How can 
they move around? Do you have to stock up on meds? Can they 
even get extra amounts of their meds, so you can have a stockpile 
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of them? It's all stuff you need to think about, and you need to look 
into. 

 Will you have to bug out with somebody on crutches? Maybe you 
have a family member that busted their knee up or something like 
that, and they're all gimped up. What are you going to do in that 
case? How are you going to go about it? What other plans do you 
need to make to help hop along out, or who is part of your sick, 
lame, and lazy crowd as they used to call it in the military, right? 
Those are good plans to make because the last thing you want to 
do is not plan on it, and then sit there when things are going bad 
trying to figure out what you're going to do with a family member, 
because that might set you up for failure. 

 Next, old and young people. This should be fairly straightforward, 
right? The very young and the very old are limited in their speed, 
and the distance they can travel on foot. Additionally, they are a lot 
less stable on their feet, and due to their reduced strength, may not 
be able to assist as much as you'd like, or as much as you need 
them to do. So, it's a great idea to think about how you'll handle the 
old folks, and the young kids when you're creating your disaster 
plan. Because if you plan on just throwing everybody in the car and 
going down the road, and you're going to be fine, then you set 
yourself up for failure, because again, when that road's a mess and 
you can't go down it anymore, what are you going to do with these 
people who they need help to do stuff a lot of times? So, make sure 
you consider that. 

 Next up, pets. Okay sure, we all know the deal. Well, most of us 
look at it this way. While pets are oftentimes members of the family, 
they're still, at the end of the day, a pet. As such, they usually have 
a lower position on the pecking order, or the order of merit list on 
whose life you're going to save first. Do you save your wife or 
husband, or do you save Fluffy first? I imagine you're going to save 
your wife or husband. If you're going to save Fluffy, well, there 
might be some bigger issues going on that you might need to go 
check out a relationship podcast or something on. 

 But anyhow, now, if you bring your pet with you on your bugging out 
adventure, you want to consider some things like dog food, water, 
quietness. If you listen to Jill Power from K9 360 talk on my podcast 
episodes, she mentioned that you want a dog that's quiet. If the 
world's going to heck in a hand basket and people are freaking out, 
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and violence is happening and all that, do you want a dog that's 
going to bark whenever it sees its shadow move, or it sees a 
squirrel in the trees, and that gives away your position, or gets you 
into trouble, or makes your position known to bad guys? No, so 
that's something that's really important too is to consider what 
you're going to do for your pets, because pets are part of the family, 
and we need to consider that. 

 Now, for the seventh and final disaster preparedness tip, I'll give 
you a quick little drum roll on the desk here. You got it. Tip number 
seven is training. Again, we've talked about this before, but it's so 
important. So many people blow off training. They don't train. I bet 
you everybody in here is guilty of going to the store, whether it's 
REI, whether it's the dollar store, or whatever and finding a cool 
little piece of kit. Going, “Wow, I could really use that,” bring it 
home, put it on the bench or the table or somewhere and going 
yeah, that's going to be great in my bug out bag, or great in my 
preparedness kit, whatever it is, and then it's months before you 
open it up. You've got to practice with stuff. 

 You've got to practice your skills. Do you know how to start that 
fire? I mean, everybody talks about starting fires and using a bow, a 
drill, and all of that, but do you know how to walk through the 
woods? Do you know how to navigate? Can you look at a map and 
know how to navigate? Have you ever read up, for example, on 
how the highway signs work like what the odd numbers mean, what 
the even mean, and how the different numbers make up to tell you 
which direction you're going, approximately where you're at in the 
state or the country, all those things? There's a lot of information 
out there that's in front of you, but a lot of people never pay 
attention to it. In some states, the exit number means nothing. In 
other states, it's how many miles you have to the state line. 

 The point is there's a lot of information out there. There's a lot of 
skills out there, and there's a lot of stuff that you can master, or at a 
minimum, become proficient with that you can use to help round up 
your full, 360 degree security, safety and preparedness profile. I 
mean, the more you can do, the more skills you have, the more 
diverse of a background you have when it comes to preparedness, 
the more resistant you're going to be to overcoming problems you 
encounter as you move on. 
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 So, again, you've heard me, you've heard my guests, and probably 
every other podcast host say practice with the gear, train to what 
you're doing, and get better with it so you know what you're doing. 
If you don't train, and you don't practice, then you're one easy 
Murphy surprise away from potential failure. That's the last thing 
any of us should want. However, how do you avoid Murphy? You 
avoid him by training and understanding your own limits, your own 
capabilities. You understand the limits and capabilities of your gear 
and anything else you can think of. 

 Is it easy to do that? No, we all live busy lives. I know we're all out 
there working or doing whatever, and to sit down and just focus on 
preparedness, for most of us, it's not going to happen. Most of us 
don't live those lives. We have to go do a day job and then come 
home and do this stuff at night and on the weekends. So yes, it is a 
pain in the butt, but it's better to experience pain in training now 
when you can recover from it than having it when the whole world is 
on fire and burning up or falling down around you. So remember, 
practice can make you nearly perfect, so let's get going and let's 
start practicing. 

 If you're practicing anything, and you want to talk about it, you're 
not sure how something works, or you want to look at different ways 
to train with it, when you're on the Mind4Survival Facebook group, 
go on there and post it up. Say hey, I'm practicing with X. We have 
varied backgrounds. I'm a tactical with a medic and security 
background. I don't know bush craft that much. I mean, I spend a 
lot of times in the woods, but these bush craft guys that are out 
there, they're phenomenal, so maybe there's some bush craft stuff. 
There's people who know about herbs and essential oils and all this 
different stuff. There's a wealth of knowledge in these groups. Just 
go in there and ask them. 

 Whether you're in the Mind4Survival Facebook group, I hope you're 
in that one, but if not, if you're over in survivalistprepper.net, you're 
in 21st Century Prepper, or any of the other preparedness groups 
out there, ask your questions. Sure, you're going to run into the 
crowd, that there are going to be people once in a while that will 
make fun of you because you asked a question they think 
everybody should know. Well no, because if you asked that 
question, they're probably a hundred other people in that group who 
wanted to ask the same question and the knucklehead who's giving 
you a hard time over it, that's how he or she makes their ego feel 
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better by sitting behind a computer and making fun of you for 
asking the question. It's sad, but hey, not asking the question is not 
going to help you when it comes time to actually put something into 
play. You're going to be the person left holding the bag if you don't 
ask that question. 

 So now, to recap, the seven disaster preparedness tips are number 
one, perform a personal risk assessment. Number two, prepare to 
bug in. Number three, prepare to bug out. Number four, plan your 
evacuation routes, and your safety havens ahead of time. Number 
five is stay informed. Number six, include people and pets in your 
planning processes when you're completing your disaster plans. 
Number seven, make sure you train on the skills that you'll need to 
survive, and the gear that's going to help you do just that, survive. 

 So with that, I just want to remind everybody to make sure that you 
check in to the Mind4Survival Facebook group. Friday night at 6 
p.m., I'll be on there with a Facebook Live again, and we'll be 
talking about some other great preparedness stuff. It's a lot of fun. 
I've been having a ball doing them. I missed last week with the 
holiday and all, but we're going to get right back up into it this 
Friday night at 6 p.m. pacific time in the Mind4Survival Facebook 
group. If you're on Instagram, make sure you follow Mind4Survival. 
I'll follow you back, and we'll keep some good preparedness 
information going back and forth between us and everybody else 
that's on there in the internet. 

 So anyhow, with that, and as always, stay safe, secure, and 
prepared, and never forget you're just one prep away from being 
better prepared. Bye for now. 

Announcer: Thanks for listening to the Mind4Survival podcast at 
www.mind4survival.com. That's www.mind4survival.com. 
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Resources:  Mind4Survival 

   Mind4Survival Facebook Group 

   Mind4Survival Facebook Page 

   Mind4Survival YouTube Channel 

   Mind4Survival Instagram 

   Mind4Survival Twitter 
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